YumYumFarm
The YumYumFarm (YUM) smart contract applies a 10% tax/fee on all transactions (buys/sells). 5% is automatically distributed to holders, which means that the YUM in your wallet will increase each and every time there is a transaction involving YUM!

NO farming required!
The other 5% uses our UNIQUE TOKENOMICS, which means that 5% goes directly to the YumYumFarm

**CONTRACT ADDRESS:**
0xd0939CA16CC60e7088A25Fd7CaEcEB4c59dFEB92

**Why it happens?**
Where it is locked forever and considered “EATEN/BURNED”

Even when switching the function: `SwapAndLiquifyEnabled` to “True”, it will not add LIQ back to the PancakeSwap liquidity pool (LP), because `numTokensSellToAddToLiquidity` is set to 500 Billion tokens. As it is impossible for 500 Billion tokens to stack up in the YumYumFarm Contract address, because the total supply is only 100 Billion tokens. This means that it is impossible to drain the YUM from the Contract address, thus making this a permanent burn address, which creates a price floor for YUM.
The major flaw in Auto-Liquidity locking is that it actually does the opposite of what is advertised. 50% of the tokens that come from the 5% tax are sold for BNB, in order to pair 50/50 BNB/YUM to be added to the PancakeSwap v2 LP. This means that the SC (Smart Contract) must sell YUM in order to add more LIQ to the LP. This causes the price to drop, or in some cases, dump. Because the SC is selling YUM in order for this to happen. This means that NO additional BNB is being paired because the YUM is sold directly into the PancakeSwap v2 LP.
TL;DR Auto-Liquidity locking is a net-negative because the SC must sell YUM in order to supply LIQ to LP. Better to burn these tokens and create a real price floor via deflation.

YumYumFarm allows holders to simply hold YUM in their wallets without the need to deposit it via staking or farming in order to increase their YUM holdings!
What is YumYumFarm?

YumYumFarm is an autonomous yield + liquidity generating protocol that rewards holders while also burning tokens. The YumYumFarm NFT marketplace will provide users with the ability to use YUM to purchase, sell or mint NFTs.

The more trading volume that YumYumFarm receives, directly correlates to an increase in rewards distribution for existing holders!
$YUM

**Total supply:** 100,000,000,000 (100 Billion)

**Pre-sale took place on DxSale on May 2nd.**

**Team wallet kept 20,935,000,000 Tokens (locked for 24mo, 4 vesting periods) + 6,800,000,000 went towards an airdrop.**

**PancakeSwap:** 31,500,000,000

**DxSale Pre-sale:** 47,250,000,000 + 315,000,000 (platform fees)

**Token Contract:** 0xd0939CA16CC60e7088A25Fd7CaEcE84c59dFEB92

**Genesis Tx Hash:** 0xd6303a4d40531cf93bac2ce68f5b9bf748b4141770b7e35e6a315b9b43edcb1e

**DxSale lockups:** On the main site.
Token Burn: 12% of tokens have been burned (at the time of this writing). 5% of every transaction is sent to YUM’s Contract address where it is permanently trapped (burned). Manual burns are sent to the Black Hole Address.

Black Hole Address: 0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD

YUM Contract address: 0xd0939CA16CC60e7088A25Fd7CaEcE84c59dFEB92

Aside from manual burns, the black hole address & SC (YUM Contract address) are also YUM holders, as they receive a share of each transaction fee. Each token is burned leading to a persistently reducing circulating supply of YUM.
One hundred billion tokens were minted (100 billion). Pre-Sale was completed on DxSale.app.

Pre-Sale price: 315 million tokens per 1 BNB (0.05 BNB min and 2 BNB max).

Team locked up 20% for 24 months (4 vesting periods). We have committed to a 3 year liquidity lockup on PancakeSwap.
YUM powers the YumYumFarm NFT marketplace. YUM will be needed for advertisers to promote & for users to transact on the marketplace.

The marketplace will be launched in phases, starting with the minting/multi sending tool, and then expanding into a full market.
Users will be able to bring their NFTs from other platforms, and other blockchains to YumYumFarm.

YumYumFarm is dedicated to helping small artists/creators by giving them a platform to mint/promote their creations.

We will be hosting VR galleries which will showcase and promote NFTs from small artists.
Co-Founders of YumYumFarm

Mr. YumYum

Mr. Yum
Welcome to the Yummy Bear family!